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Best Practices in Project Risk
Management

Presented by: Jeff Miller, PMP - Director of Project Management
Interstates

What is Project Risk Management?
Who can describe what a project risk is?
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Definition of Project Risk –
An uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive OR negative
effect on one or more project objectives.

Signs of ineffective project risk management
Survey says:
▪ You spend more time in project meetings discussing surprises from this past
week than progress made on meeting objectives

▪ Your risk register has more risks being managed than tasks to complete the
work
▪ Your risk mitigation plan includes statements like “I guess we will just wait
and see if this happens!”

▪ You have the same 4 risks in your risk register as you have in the last 10
projects

Typical Problems with Risk Mgmt
▪ The PM plans risk management without the help of his team
▪ Effective risk management requires that you involve project stakeholders to help identify
potential risks and build plans to manage them.

▪ Lack of sufficient mitigation plans
▪ Key risks have been identified but the team has not developed action steps to mitigate the
risk.

▪ Once and done
▪ The team developed a good list of risks and built some action steps to mitigate them but
that was the last time they looked at the risks.

▪ No clear risk owners assigned
▪ The PM failed to assign a clear owner to each risk being monitored and controlled.

Risk Management Methodology

Risk Model Basis for Presentation

Step # 1: Identify Risks
▪ Describe the scope of the project to the risk review team
▪ Describe the key stakeholders in the project
▪ Describe the technologies being implemented

▪ What are the deliverables expected
▪ What time frame are these expected in

▪ Get the team started – remember quantity is the goal

Sample Prompt List

Step # 2: Analyze the Risks
The goal – determine which risks are significant enough to
actively manage.
For each risk determine:
▪ The reasons you think it will occur
▪ What the dollar impact to the project would be if it does happen
▪ The reasons you think it will be that amount

▪ What the probabilities are for the risk and its impact

Typical Risk Analysis Steps

Example Risk Event and Impact Drivers
Let’s say the Risk Event = Schedule Slips by 2 Weeks
▪ Examples of Risk Drivers
▪

John won’t be available to start work on my project due to another project going long

▪

We don’t have the IFC drawings yet and don’t expect them until 2 weeks late

▪

We have worked with this client on several projects and they are always late getting started

Impact = $42,000
▪ Examples of Impact Drivers
▪

Liquidated damages are $3K per day and estimating 14 days late

▪

With an extended schedule we figure is will cost us $3K per day to keep the crane on-site longer

Key to Successful Risk Management
▪ Build a plan to manage the risk and impact drivers NOT the risk itself.
▪ Managing risk drivers reduces the probability the risk will occur
▪ Managing the impact drivers reduces the overall potential impact to the job even if the risk
does become a reality

Dig for the facts on the risk events. Ask “How do we know this?”
Ask the 5 “Whys”

Estimating of Probabilities and Impacts
Quantitative vs Qualitative
▪ Quantitative
▪ Workdays

▪ Calendar Days
▪ Financial Impact ($)

▪ Qualitative
▪ Minimal, Very Low, Moderate, High, Critical
▪ Low, Medium, High

Things to Consider
▪ For probabilities – limit the team to a subset
▪ 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%

▪ For impacts – limit the team to impact categories
▪ Low Impact – less than 2% of the Contract Value (use 2%)
▪ Medium Impact – 2% to 10% of the Contract Value (use 10%)
▪ High Impact – 10% to 30% of the Contract Value (use 30%)

NOTE: Impact Categories should be set based on the Risk Tolerance of the
Company and size of project

Risk Analysis Example
Potential Risk Event: Your team is performing an industrial automation project
for a new client that will automate its entire feed manufacturing facility from
door to door. This is a new client for us that has at least 10 other feed mills that
will also need automating in the next couple of years. The facility currently has
no computerized automation and the operators have very limited computer
experience. The client’s maintenance staff has also never worked with any
computerized automated equipment and is much more comfortable with
mechanical systems.

What are some potential risk that you see in this project?
What are the drivers of these risks?

Developing Probability and Total Impact
Let’s use Quantitative methods to build probability and impact:
Limit ourselves to 20%, 40%, 60% or 80% probability
Limit ourselves to $6K, $30K, $90K (2%, 10% and 30% of $300K contract)
How can you come to a probability that this risk will occur?
▪ Give each participant throw down cards with 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% and
ask them to throw in. Have the low and high explain and then throw down
again – take the majority.
Use the same method to determine impact.

Building Your Risk Register
▪ Enter Risks
▪ Enter Risk Drivers
▪ Enter Probability of Risk Occurring
▪ Enter Total Impact
▪ Enter Impact Drivers
▪ Enter Probability of Impact

▪ Calculate Risk Score = (Prob of Risk) X (Prob of Impact) X Total Impact
Example: (70%) X (90%) X$42,000 = $26,460

Sample Risk Register

Step # 3: Prioritize Risks
Who can tell me why you need to prioritize risks?
▪ You cannot actively manage them all – prioritization shows you the most
important to manage
How do you determine how many risks you will manage? Any standards you
follow?
▪ Rule of thumb: Manage the top 3 to 5 as well as any that have the potential to
affect your contract by more than X% (set based on your companies risk
tolerance level).
What happens to the rest of the risks in your risk register?

Step # 4: Resolve Risks
The goal: develop risk action plans that reduce the probability of the risk event
and lessen its damage if it does occur.

Best Practice: Action plans act on risk and impact drivers – lessen these and
you are decreasing the probability it will occur or the impact if it does occur!
Risk action plans become tasks on your schedule with assigned resources and
time frames to complete them.
Why is it important to place these action plans on your schedule?

Risk Resolution Process

Risk Mitigation Workshop
Developing a Mitigation Plan
Risk Statement: Given that ABC Company operators have very limited
computer experience; There is a possibility that the operators will have a
difficult time picking up the new system; With a consequence that the startup
will go at least a week longer than planned to hand the plant over to the
operators.

What are some actions you could take to act on a risk driver of “Limited
computer knowledge by operators”?

Risk Mitigation Workshop (Cont.)
Risk Statement: Given that XYZ Company is a new client to us and they have
had a bad experience with another systems integrator; There is a possibility
that the engineering manager will be very critical of how we are delivering the
project; With a consequence that we will miss out on performing a future
project that we are anticipating to be close to $1MM in revenue for us.
What are some actions you could take to act on a risk driver of “The
Engineering Manager is skeptical of systems integrators ability to deliver
projects successfully”?

Step # 5: Monitor Risks
Goal of this step – ongoing activity to ensure your action plans are working,
risks that have been successfully mitigated are retired from the list, and other
risks that have surfaced are considered for risk response.

How Often Should You Review Risks?
Answer: Well, it depends ….
▪ Review as often as needed to stay on top of them
▪ Size and length of project affect how often

▪ Remember these are also schedule tasks assigned to individuals

▪ Review actively managed risk weekly at team meeting for status updates
▪ Consider new risks on a monthly basis with team
▪ Any time a risk action plan item is showing in your 3 week look ahead
▪ Review any time you are meeting with key stakeholders

Closing a Project Risk
In order to close a project risk it must meet one of the following criteria:
▪ It was successfully prevented from occurring
▪ The time component of the risk has passed and it did not occur
▪ The risk has occurred and you have moved it to an issues list to manage

Key to Success in Risk Monitoring
▪ Make sure you are monitoring regularly
▪ If your mitigation plan isn’t working reconsider your risk and impact drivers and make a
new action plan

▪ Make sure you involve the entire team in the review of risks
▪ Make sure you communicate the results of your risk mitigation efforts to key
stakeholders

Questions / Other Discussions?

Additional Reading Materials
▪ PMI eRead - Proactive Risk Management by Preston G. Smith
and Guy M. Merritt
Feel free to contact me at:
Jeff Miller

Jeff.miller@interstates.com
605-366-2087

